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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the speech activity detection sys-

tem that we used for detecting speech regions in the Dutch
TRECVID video collection. The system is designed to filter
non-speech like music or sound effects out of the signal with-
out the use of predefined non-speech models. Because the sys-
tem trains its models on-line, it is robust for handling out-of-
domain data. The speech activity error rate on an out-of-domain
test set, recordings of English conference meetings, was 4.4%.
The overall error rate on twelve randomly selected five minute
TRECVID fragments was 11.5%.
Index Terms: speech activity detection

1. Introduction
For the 2007 TREC Video Retrieval Workshop1, The Nether-
lands Institute for Sound and Vision2 has provided a collec-
tion of 400 hours of Dutch television broadcasts. This collec-
tion consists of a broad spectrum of video material. It con-
tains for example broadcast news, children’s programs, po-
etry recitals and documentaries on various topics (further re-
ferred to as Sound&Vision data). As part of the collection the
TRECVID participants receive transcripts of the speech in the
collection that we have automatically generated by means of
automatic speech recognition (ASR). As it concerns a hetero-
geneous video collection, containing videos with a lot of sound
effects, music, background noise and different graduations of
’near’ silence, an important part of the process that is involved
in such a speech recognition task is determining which parts of
the videos actually contain speech. This task is typically re-
ferred to as speech activity detection (SAD). As a speech de-
coder will always try to map a sound segment to a sequence of
words, processing non-speech portions of the videos (i) would
be a waste of processor time, (ii) introduce noise in the tran-
scripts due to assigning word labels to non-speech fragments,
and (iii) reduce speech recognition accuracy in general when
the output of the first recognition run is used for acoustic model
adaptation purposes.

Various methods have been proposed to solve the Speech
Activity Detection task. For audio that only contains speech and
silence, SAD can be performed by simply determining the en-
ergy levels and discarding all segments under a certain threshold
as silence. Unfortunately even for tasks with a clear distinction
between speech and silence, like in broadcast news recordings,

1http://trecvid.nist.gov
2http://portal.beeldengeluid.nl/

it is difficult to determine the optimal threshold that discards
all silence without removing speech fragments. To circumvent
the need for threshold optimization, Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) can be trained on speech and silence segments. The
GMMs are used as probability density functions in a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). With a Viterbi search on the audio the
speech-silence segmentation can be found. As long as there is
a sufficient amount of training data available, the system can be
extended to detect all kinds of audible events, such as music.
Typically HMM systems do not only rely on energy as an input
feature, but instead use features like Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs). Adding these kinds of features increases
the SAD performance.

A disadvantage of SAD systems that use models trained
on external data is that models need to be retrained when the
task domain changes. A SAD system trained on broadcast
news data for example, may perform very poorly on record-
ings of meetings. Given the large variation in audio conditions
in the Sound&Vision data, selecting data for training silence
and speech models that are more or less representative for the
collection as a whole, is difficult. In addition, it is not straight-
forward to determine what kind of extra models are needed to
filter out unknown audio fragments such as music or sound ef-
fects and to select data for training the models.

In this paper, we report on our approach for filtering non-
speech out of the audio from the Sound&Vision TRECVID
2007 collection prior to the actual speech recognition task. In-
stead of entirely relying on pre-defined models, the system au-
tomatically trains dedicated models on the data under evaluation
itself. This approach benefits from the main advantages of reg-
ular HMM systems, for example no thresholds need to be set,
but it is more robust for changing audio conditions.

Our approach consists of two stages. First, bootstrap mod-
els are used to create a rough initial segmentation. The high
confidence regions of this segmentation are used in the sec-
ond stage to train a special silence, sound and speech model.
In the next section the algorithm used to train these models is
described. Section 3 describes the evaluation experiments that
were performed on this system.

2. System description
The SAD system proposed by [1] at the NIST Spring 2006 Rich
Transcription (RT06s) evaluation also consists of two stages. It
first selects those regions in the audio with high and low energy
levels. In the second stage it trains dedicated speech models on
the high energy regions and silence models on the low energy
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levels. The major advantage of this approach is that no earlier
trained models are needed making it robust for domain changes.
The drawback of using energy however is that it is not possible
to use this approach when the audio contains fragments with
high energy levels that are not speech.

Instead of using energy as an initial confidence measure, we
propose a system that uses the output of a broadcast news SAD
system to determine regions of high confidence. In the second
stage, new models are trained using segments with these high
confidence scores only. In addition, a third model is trained
along the way that (in general) will contain all segments with
high energy that are not speech.

In the following subsections we describe the features, the
broadcast news SAD system, and the algorithm we developed
for training the three new models on only the data itself.

2.1. Feature extraction

As the audio may contain sounds with high energy levels that
are not speech, energy is not used as a feature. Instead, the
first twelve Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) co-
efficients are used together with zero-crossing and a factor that
determines the number of frequencies active at a time frame.
During MFCC calculation, 256 frequency bins are calculated
(0-8KHz). When voiced speech is produced, only a certain
number of these frequency bins will have a high energy level.
Thus the fourteenth coefficient is simply the total number of
frequency bins that exceed a threshold.

The features are calculated using 32ms Hamming windows
that are shifted 10ms at a time. After calculating each feature
vector, the delta’s and delta-delta’s are added resulting in a vec-
tor of 42 components.

2.2. Broadcast news SAD system

In the first stage, a broadcast news SAD system is used to cre-
ate a first rough alignment. This system consists of an HMM
with two strings of parallel states. The first string represents
silence and the second string represents speech. The states in
each string share one GMM as their probability density func-
tion. Using a string of states instead of single states ensures a
minimum duration of each segment (see figure 1). The min-
imum duration for silence is set to 30 states (300ms) and the
minimum duration for speech is set to 75 states.

Figure 1: The Broadcast News HMM topology. The two strings
of states represent speech and silence. All states in a string share
one GMM trained on Dutch broadcast news data. All transition
probabilities are set to one.

The speech and silence GMMs are trained on a small
amount of Dutch broadcast news training data from the pub-
licly available Spoken Dutch Corpus (CGN) [2]. Three and a
half hours of speech and half an hour of silence from 200 male
and 200 female speakers were used. The models have been

initialized with a single Gaussian. The number of gaussians
was increased iteratively until a mixture of 20 gaussians was
reached.

The data was forced aligned to the reference transcription to
ensure the correct placements of speech/silence boundaries. To
make sure that only speech was used to train the speech model,
all phones neighbouring silence were not used.

We evaluated the SAD system on a broadcast news show of
half an hour. The total SAD error rate of the system on this show
was 4.5%. This error rate was obtained by dividing the amount
of misclassified data by the total amount of actual speech [3].

2.3. Algorithm

The broadcast news SAD system works well on clean broadcast
news data that does not contain any other sounds than speech. In
cases that the audio contains a few sounds such as anchor jingles
these sounds will typically be classified as silence. Most non-
speech sounds are not very well modelled by the speech model
and will often fit the more general silence model best. Note that
although the silence model is trained on silence, energy is not
used as a feature and therefore the model can not distinguish
low energy noise from high energy noise.

When data outside the broadcast news domain is used, the
misclassification rate will certainly increase. However, by ex-
ploiting again the high confidence regions, new GMMs can be
trained that better fit the out-of-domain data. Those new mod-
els are then improved iteratively by re-aligning the data and re-
training the models a number of times.

In Figure 2 the algorithm is shown. First the audio stream
is cut up in chunks of ten minutes. As the number of gaus-
sians needed in each GMM is dependent on the amount of data,
chunking simplifies the tuning of the system parameters. In the
final step of the algorithm, the chunks are concatenated. When
two neighboring segments from different chunks are classified
the same, the segments are merged.

Figure 2: Overview of the speech activity detection system.

Each audio chunk is first segmented using the broadcast
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news speech and silence models. At this point the majority of
data classified as speech will actually be speech, but the silence
segments may contain silence, sounds and also speech. Next,
a silence and a sound model are created from part of the seg-
ments classified as silence to improve the initial segmentation.
All data that is classified as silence is split into two data sets. A
small amount of data with the lowest average energy is used to
train a new silence model. Another small amount of data with
high energy levels and high average zero crossing coefficients is
used to train a sound model. The new models are trained using
the same feature vectors described in section 2.1 and do not use
energy as a feature.

Using the new silence and sound models and the old speech
model, a new segmentation is created. This segmentation is
used to train more refined silence and sound models. All data
assigned to the sound and silence models by the new segmenta-
tion are merged and any samples that were originally assigned
to the speech model in the first iteration are subtracted from the
set. This is done to avoid that the sound model starts pulling
away all the data from the speech model as it is trained on the
new data before the speech model and therefore may fit the data
better. The remaining data is divided over the silence model and
the sound model as before. The silence model receives data with
low energy levels and the sound model receives data with high
energy and zero crossing levels. This time though, the models
will be assigned more data and consequently more gaussians
will be used to train each GMM. This procedure is repeated a
number of times. Although the silence and sound models are
initialized with silence and sound respectively, there is no guar-
antee that sound is never classified as silence. Energy is not
used as a feature and some sound effects appear to be modelled
by the silence GMM very well. Because the goal of this system
is to find all speech segments and discard everything else, this
is not a problem.

After the silence and sound models are trained, a new
speech model will be trained using all data that is classified as
speech. By now, most non-speech will already be pulled out
by the other models so that it is possible to train a good speech
model on all data and not only on high confidence regions. Once
the new speech model is created, all models are iteratively re-
trained with increasing numbers of gaussians. At each training
iteration the data is re-segmented.

This algorithm works for audio of various domains and with
a range of non-speech sounds, but it is not well suited when the
data only contains speech and silence. In that case the sound
model will be trained solely on the speech that is misclassified
at the first iteration (because the initial models are trained on
a different domain, the amount of misclassified speech can be
large). During the second training step the sound model will
subtract more and more speech data from the speech model and
finally instead of having a silence, sound and speech model, the
system will contain two competing speech models. Therefore as
a final check, we use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
to check if the sound and speech model are the same.

For the BIC comparison, a new model θ is trained contain-
ing the sum of the number of gaussians in the two original mod-
els θa and θb. This merged model is trained using the training
data of the original two models. If the sound and speech mod-
els are the same (if they both model speech) this merged model
must be able to replace the two models without decreasing sys-
tem performance. Because the total number of gaussians will
not change if θ replaces θa and θb, the complexity of the sys-
tem will not change. This makes it possible to use to following
formula to calculate the BIC score for merging two models. Da

file ID BN % missed % false % SAD
SAD speech alarm error

CMU 20050912-0900 42.6 2.8 2.8 5.6
CMU 20050914-0900 41.5 2.3 3.5 5.8

EDI 20050216-1051 13.8 0.6 1.2 1.8
EDI 20050218-0900 16.4 0.8 2.1 2.9

NIST 20051024-0930 20.8 3.8 0.7 4.5
NIST 20051102-1323 17.0 0.8 1.5 2.3
TNO 20041103-1130 32.7 4.5 1.3 5.8

VT 20050623-1400 24.1 1.4 2.3 3.7
VT 20051027-1400 31.7 6.5 1.5 8.0

Overall error 26.9 2.50 1.90 4.40

Table 1: SAD error rates for the RT06s conference meetings

is the data used to train model θa, Db to train θb and D to train
model θ.

BIC(θa, θb) = logP (D|θ) − logP (Da|θa) − logP (Db|θb)
(1)

If the BIC score is positive, the two models are replaced by
the single new model θ.

3. Experiments
The SAD system is evaluated on three different benchmarks. To
test its performance on out of domain data, the system was eval-
uated first on the RT06s conference meeting evaluation data.
Not only are the topics of these meetings different from gen-
eral broadcast news topics, also the audio conditions and the
language do not match the Dutch broadcast news training data
(section 3.1).

A speech/music test set is used to determine if the algo-
rithm is able to classify music as non-speech (section 3.2), and
finally, twelve fragments from the 2007 TRECVID collection
were used for evaluating the system on the domain of focus
(section 3.3). Again, for all evaluations the error percentage
is obtained by dividing the amount of misclassified data by the
total amount of data that actually contained speech [3].

3.1. Out-of-domain evaluation

In the first out-of-domain evaluation, the SAD system trained
on Dutch broadcast news data was used to determine the ini-
tial segmentation. Table 1 contains the SAD results on the nine
RT06s conference meetings. As a baseline, the error of the first
segmentation, the Dutch Broadcast News system, is shown. The
overall error of the baseline on this test set is 26.9% whereas on
in-domain Dutch broadcast news it was only 4.5%. This illus-
trates that the conference meeting data is indeed out-of-domain
for our initial models. The overall error of the total system is
only 4.4%. This is in line with the state-of-the-art at RT06s.3

3.2. The IDIAP speech/music evaluation

In the second evaluation, a speech/music test set described in [4]
is used. The data consists of four audio files that contain English
broadcast news shows interleaved with various genres of music.
The first file contains speech and music fragments of fifteen
seconds each. The second file contains fragments of varying
lengths but overall with the same amount of speech as music.

3We have used this system to perform SAD for our RT07s speaker
diarization submission.
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file ID speech music overall
set-1 90.2 95.7 92.9
set-2 88.0 97.0 92.5
set-3 85.1 99.9 92.5
set-4 81.0 99.5 90.3

Table 2: Classification results on the IDIAP speech/music test
set. The scores are all percentages of correctly classified frames.

file ID speech BN % missed % false % SAD
(sec) SAD speech alarm error

15190 274.65 5.9 5.0 1.4 6.4
3273 156.86 38.6 3.9 9.0 12.9

34837 193.59 20.4 11.1 5.3 16.4
3484 196.91 37.2 18.1 0.2 18.2

34973 262.99 7.2 1.7 0.1 1.8
35202 168.71 15.8 4.4 3.0 7.4
35447 204.54 21.5 1.6 7.8 9.4
35757 215.79 16.6 6.8 1.7 8.5
36058 179.62 34.8 15.3 4.5 19.8
36366 73.32 37.4 6.0 15.9 21.9
36626 223.59 17.5 11.5 1.4 12.9
36641 176.06 20.6 15.7 0.1 15.7

Overall 2326.62 18.3 7.5 2.9 10.4

Table 3: SAD error rates for the twelve TRECVID fragments.
Each fragment is five minutes long. The third column contains
the error of the first stage BN alignment.

The third file contains more speech than music while the fourth
file contains more music. The performance was measured by
(i) the percentage of true speech frames identified as speech,
(ii) the percentage of true music frames identified as music and
(iii) the overall percentage of speech and music frames identi-
fied correctly. Note that this is different from the measure used
for the NIST evaluations described earlier, but because we did
not have the exact speech alignment we decided to measure the
performance on this set the same way as in [4].

In Table 3.2 the results of our system on the four files are
listed. Our system did not perform as well as the best system
in [4] (on average 95.2%), but considering the system was ini-
tialized with Dutch models, the average score of 92.1% can be
regarded as satisfactory.

3.3. Dutch TRECVID collection evaluation

For the final TRECVID collection evaluation we randomly se-
lected five minute fragments of twelve different documents
from the fifty hours of video material from the 2007 TRECVID
development set. We manually annotated these fragments and
determined the speech regions by applying forced alignment on
the Dutch speech. Table 3 lists the results of the system on these
twelve fragments. The overall error is 11.5% of the total speech
in the audio. Note that only 39 minutes of the in total one hour
long test set is actual speech.

4. Discussion and conclusions
Filtering non-speech out of an acoustically heterogeneous video
archive such as the Sound&Vision TRECVID collection is
one of the many challenges when automatically annotating the
archive. The size and variety of the collection makes it hard to
train special sound models. Instead we have proposed a sys-

tem that will automatically train a sound model for all the audio
files. This system is tested on three benchmarks and the results
convinced us to use it in both the RT07s benchmark for our
speaker diarization system and for filtering out non-speech for
the TRECVID collection.

Overall on the TRECVID evaluation set, 8.3% of the
speech is classified as non-speech. This means that the ASR
system will never be able to correctly recognize the words in
these regions. On the other hand, using this SAD system only
3.2% non-speech will be processed. If we would not use this
SAD step, this percentage would be 54% (21 minutes of the
total test set is non-speech). Manual inspection of the missed
speech showed that most missed speech is speech over various
sources of non-speech. It is hard to perform correct ASR on
this kind of speech and therefore we think that the gain of not
processing 54% of non-speech is more important than missing
8.3% of the speech for further processing.

We are currently investigating other methods to obtain the
initial segmentation for training the three models. Although the
GMM based approach works reasonably well, we believe that
we can make the system more robust if no models at all are
needed for the intial segmentation.

A problem related to SAD that is not yet addressed by our
current system is detecting and discarding foreign speech frag-
ments. Similar to non-speech segments, feeding foreign speech
into the ASR system will influence its performance negatively.
For next years TRECVID evaluation we will address this prob-
lem.
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